Welcome Guide
San Andreas Republic FiveM Server
This guide is intended to familiarize players who are new to the San
Andreas Republic server.
If you are looking for something in particular, you can use the search function in your
browser to find it quicker.
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Getting Started
Documentation
Server Rules
These rules outline what you can and cannot do on the server.
Not reading the server rules can and will result in staff action, including warnings,
kicks, temporary bans, and permanent bans.

Roleplay Guide
The Roleplay Guide is a document that helps people understand the concept of roleplay,
specifically how we do it here. If you are new to roleplay, or new to the type of roleplay we
do, it is highly recommended that you read this document.

List of Server Assets
This is a list of assets available for you to use on the server, for roleplay.

Pre-Requisites
1.
2.
3.
4.

A legitimate copy of Grand Theft Auto V for the PC.
FiveM, downloaded and installed.
Discord for PC, downloaded and installed.
A microphone of some sort (preferably of decent quality).

Ensure that you are in the San Andreas Republic Discord server. If you are not already, you
can join at https://discord.gg/sar

The browser-based version of Discord will not work - you will need the Discord app.
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Joining the Server
To connect to the server, you can either
● Search for “San Andreas Republic” within the FiveM server list, or
● Directly connect through the “Direct Connect”, with the IP fivem.sarrp.net
If you have successfully connected to the server, you should see the loading screen, after
FiveM has automatically downloaded the server assets.
If you are unable to connect to the server after following these steps, please send a
message in the #support Discord channel, explaining the issue.

Playing on the Server
You will begin in the spawn session. This means you will not be able to interact with anyone
who is roleplaying until you change your player model, and set your character’s name with
/char.

You must change your player name, and player model, before roleplaying.
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User Interface
This image shows off various user interface components. Detailed descriptions of each
component have been listed.

Click here for a full sized image

1. Current Area of Play (AOP)
Displays where the current Area of Play is located.
You can modify it to be hidden while you are within the bounds of the Area of Play
via the /settings menu.
2. Player Count (Part of the Player List)
You can toggle this by pressing “I” on your keyboard (this can be rebound).
This displays the following:
● The total amount of players on the server
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The amount of Law Enforcement Officer Units on duty/available for calls
The amount of Fire Department, and Emergency Medical Services Units on
duty/available for calls
Use these available units counters to better inform your roleplay.
●
●

3. Player List & IDs (Part of the Player List)
You can toggle the view of this by pressing “I” on your keyboard (this can be
rebound).
This displays the following:
● Server number ID of the player (Server IDs are used in various commands)
○ You can also see the Server IDs above people’s heads
● Game / Steam name under which they connect to the server
● RP name
○ You can set this name by using the following command: “/char [Your
RP name]”
○ This RP name will be displayed below the game / Steam name in the
Player List, as well as above the character’s head in place of the
game/Steam name
Yellow line below the player name is you.
Blue line below the player name is a Server Member.
White line below the player name is a Server Guest.
If the name and ID are grayed out, that Member / Guest is in a different session.
4. Text Chat
This is where you can coordinate and RP with other players. Use “T” to open your
text chat.
● Simply type for a OOC (out of character) message, visible to the whole server.
This is denoted by a grey OOC tag and white message text.
For example, “Does anyone want to open a 24/7?”
● Use /me before your message to denote a RP action, visible only in a close
proximity.
These messages will be orange and formatted as “[Your RP name, if set] does
an action.”
For example, “/me opens a can of eCola.”
● Use /gme before your message to denote a RP action, visible to the whole
server.
These messages will be green and formatted as “[Your RP name, if set] does
an action.”
For example “/gme views LTD Gas Station CCTV footage.”
A full list of commands you can perform can be found later on in this document.
5. Player List Page
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You can toggle the view of this by pressing “I” on your keyboard (this can be
rebound).
Due to certain game limitations, the player list is split up to multiple pages. Scroll
through individual pages by pressing Left or Right Arrow Key.
6. Whitelist Status
You can toggle the view of this by pressing “I” on your keyboard (this can be
rebound).
Displays the status of the Server Whitelist.
It has two settings:
● All Players Allowed - Anyone who is in the Discord Server is able to join
● Members Only - Only Server Members are able to join
7. Time and Server Alert
The time displays the current time in the FiveM server. You can hide the in-game
time via the /settings menu.
The server alert displays an information message. Staff can set these server alerts to
notify the whole server of specific events/circumstances, or to simply use them as
reminders. Server alerts are often utilized to communicate special circumstances,
such as a halt on priority calls. Make sure you observe and obey all server alerts.
8. Player Location Display (PLD)
Displays your current position.
Lists the following:
● Cardinal direction you are facing
● Nearest four digit address code (also known as postal code)
● Nearest street/cross street
● The district/neighborhood you are located in
● The city/county you are located in
You can customise the Player Location Display via the /settings menu.
9. Vehicle UI
Displays various vehicle user interface components. It displays:
● Your current vehicle speed in miles per hour
● Your current fuel level as a percentage
● If you have the speed limiter enabled, it will display a “Speed Limiter”
reminder
● If you do not have your seatbelt on, it will display a ”No Seatbelt” reminder
● If your vehicle is heavily damaged, it will display a “Check Engine” reminder
● If you are running low on fuel, it will display a “Fuel Low” reminder
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10. Voice Range
Displays how far your voice will be carried. You can cycle the Voice Range by
pressing “Z” (can be rebound.

Optional: Downloading additional trainers and scripts
We provide a number of downloads that are completely optional, but intended to enhance
the server experience. This ranges from alternatives to vMenu, to wheel compatibility, to
visual enhancements. You can view them at https://www.sarrp.net/downloads.

Optional: Fix Compressed Textures
FiveM will try to automatically compress textures above 1k, which affects many of the
liveries on vehicles in the server. To fix it, switch to a Canary build of the game, press F8 to
open the player console, and enter:
str_maxVehicleTextureRes 2048

In order to undo these changes, you can enter:
str_maxVehicleTextureRes 1024

Ensure you restart your game after you have made these changes.
Alternatively, follow this folder path: AppData/Roaming/CitizenFX and open the fivem.cfg
file using Notepad, or another text editor. From there, find a line that says:
seta "str_maxVehicleTextureRes" and follow it either with "1024" or "2048"

Then save your fivem.cfg file.
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Changing Player Appearance
Few people in real life look the same, which means you cannot go running around as the
default ped. As such, the first thing you’ll want to do is to change how your player looks.

Using vMenu
To open up vMenu, press M on your keyboard. This will
bring up vMenu. Use the arrow keys to navigate, press
enter to select, and backspace to go back.
To customise your player appearance, scroll down to
Player Related Options.

Using Peds
Go to Player Appearances -> Spawn Ped -> Male
Peds/Female Peds
This will give you a list of different peds you can choose
from, of varying appearance.
To further customise your appearance, head back to the
Player Appearance menu, and select Ped
Customisation. This will let you further customise your
appearance.

Using Multiplayer Characters
To use a multiplayer character, go to MP Ped
Customization, and select Create Male Character or
Create Female Character. This brings up the Create A
New Character menu.
From there, you can customise your ped’s face, skin
tone, tattoos, clothes, props, and save the character.

Using Simple Native Trainer
Open Simple Native Trainer (SNT) by using F4. Navigate to Model Spawning -> Spawn MP
Ped and select either mp_m_freemode_01 for male GTA Online ped and
mp_f_freemode_01 for female GTA Online ped. You need to select an MP model first to
customize it. Afterwards, navigate to Clothes Menu -> MP Models Customization. Here,
you can edit the face of your character. After you are done with the face, you can go up a
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tab (using “0”) and customize clothing. After you are satisfied with the character as a whole,
use Clothes Load/Save Menu in Clothes Menu to save the character.

Using Menyoo
Open Menyoo using F5 or F8. Navigate to Player Options then Player Model. Scroll down
to Multiplayer Models and select Freemode Male / Female. Now, return to Player
Options using NumPad 0 and enter the Wardrobe section. From this menu, you can
create and customize your outfits and player model.
The Accessories menu allows you to put on bracelets, watches, earpieces, glasses and
piercings.
Head Features allows you to customize the visage of your character. Here, there are
specific options that allow you to quantify the dimensions of certain visual aspects of your
character. You are encouraged to spend time creating a character that looks as normal and
distinctive as possible.
Other options under the Components area allow you to customize your character’s
clothing.
When you are content with how your character(s) look, you can create saved outfits and
characters in the Outfits menu at the top of the menu. From here, you can also load your
presets.
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Setting up Voice Chat
Text-based roleplay is not supported on this server, and as a result, you’ll need to set up
your voice chat settings.
Navigate to the Settings tab in the pause menu, and scroll down to Voice Chat.

From there, ensure that:
● Voice Chat Enabled is set to On
● Microphone Enabled is set to On
● Voice Chat Mode is set to Push To Talk
● Microphone Volume and Microphone Sensitivity are set to Max
And that’s it! You’re all set.
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Spawning Vehicles
Assuming you wish to roleplay as someone who drives a vehicle, you’ll want to spawn one
in. Using a menu to spawn vehicles gives you access to a wide variety of vehicles.

Using vMenu
To spawn a vehicle with vMenu, open it up, go to Vehicle Related Options -> Vehicle
Spawner. This gives you access to every single vehicle in the game, as well as most add-on
vehicles.

Using Simple Native Trainer
To spawn a vehicle with SNT, open it up, go to Vehicle Spawning. From here, you can
select vanilla cars, arranged in their categories, search for any vehicle in Search for
Vehicles, or browse all addon vehicles in the Added Vehicles Menu.

Using Menyoo
To spawn a vehicle with Menyoo, open it up, go to Vehicle Options -> Vehicle Spawner.
From there, you can spawn in all vehicles in the default game, as well as all add-on vehicles.
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Settings Menu
San Andreas Republic includes a custom settings menu that lets you configure various
aspects of the UI. To access the settings menu, type /settings

Most of the settings are self explanatory, and allow you to customize visual elements of the
server, as well as how various scripts behave in the server.
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In-Game Phone
To bring up the in-game phone, press the Up Arrow key
[↑]. Then navigate the phone with arrow keys, select
appropriate items with Enter, and go back using
Backspace.
1. Texts
Where you can find all messages that your phone
has received. Select the message with Enter to
instantly reply to it.
2. Contacts
A list of all contacts on your phone. There are
preset contacts, as well as contacts to all players
in the server, which you can select to send that
person a text message.
There is a preset list of contacts:
● 911 Emergency
○ Used to contact emergency services
to call in an emergency.
● 311 Non-Emergency
○ Used to contact government employees, such as a coroner, animal
control, emergency services, SanTrans and Public Works.
● Various other businesses will be visible on the phone as they become
available to contact
3. CrapList.Net
Create and browse adverts created by yourself and other players. Hit Enter to create
a new advert, then hit Enter on an ad you’ve created to delete it, or hit Enter on an
ad by another person to reply to that ad via text.
4. Mobile Radio
Listen to an in-game Radio via the phone. Open the app and hit Enter to turn on the
radio, use arrow keys left and right to browse the stations, hit Enter again to turn
the radio off. You can put the phone away and the Radio will still play.
5. Eyefind
This feature is not yet implemented. As of now, it will take you to an in-game
rendering of the server’s website.
6. Bleeter
An app to post short messages for everyone to see, a.k.a. the GTA universe
equivalent to Twitter.
● Set your Bleeter handle in the Settings app to post Bleets.
● Set the Bleeter notifications you receive in the Settings app.
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7. Settings
Used to configure various aspects of your phone, such as Bleeter handle and
notifications, your phone theme and background. Use left and right arrow keys to
switch between options.
8. Camera
Take photos with your phone.
● Use the scroll wheel to zoom in and out.
● Press Up arrow again to switch to selfie mode.
● When in selfie mode:
○ Use your mouse to rotate the angle
○ Spacebar to change camera position
○ Hold F and move the mouse to rotate your head
○ Press F to toggle the flash
○ Press [ and ] to change the gesture and X to use it
○ Use left and right arrows to change the filter
9. SecuroServ
This feature is not yet implemented. It is currently used as a development toolkit.
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List of all Commands and Keybinds
Keybinds
Certain keybinds can be customised by going to Settings -> Keybinds -> FiveM. You can
delete customisable keybinds if you wish.
Default Keybind

Function

Customisable?

B

Use your finger to point at something. This does not
function in vehicles.

No

B

Activates the speed limiter while in a vehicle.

No

G

Toggle your vehicle engine on and off

Yes

K

Toggle your seatbelt. You do not have to take it off
in order to leave the vehicle.

Yes

I

Toggle showing all online players, their server IDs
and overhead IDs of players in close proximity

Yes

U

Put your hands up.

Yes

Y

Open up the Clothing menu

Yes

Z

Put your hand on your holster. While your hand is
on your holster, you can press Right Mouse to pull
your gun out

Yes

Press to sneak;
Hold to crouch, animation only takes effect once
you move

No

Open the phone

No

Backspace

Turns on the hazard lights of a vehicle

No

+

Turns on the right indicator of a vehicle

No

Ctrl

Up Arrow
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-

Turns on the left indicator of a vehicle

W+ Left Alt Will push a vehicle when standing next to its front
or back.

No
No
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Commands
Command

Alternative
Command

Functionality

/action

In a similar way to /me or /gme, allows you to
put out a message to denote a RP action, but
without the character / player name.

/attach

Start the process of attaching a vehicle to
another vehicle. This can also be used in lieu of
a tow script.

/binoculars

/binoc

Bring up and binoculars, press backspace to put
them away

/bmic

Pull out a large microphone on a boom arm

/cam

Pull out a TV camera, good for Weazel News or
movie shoots

/carry

/carry [player ID]

Carry the person in front of you on your back

/char [RP Name]

Allows you to display the name of the person
you are roleplaying as; please set your names to
be plausible

/chat

Toggles the game text chat between “Always
visible” “Hidden” and “Visible when active”

/clothing

Opens the dpClothing menu. You can set a
keybind for this command. Default keybind is Y

/cuff

/cuff [player ID]

Cuffs the person in front of you.

/detach

Detach the vehicle that you’ve attached via the
Attach menu.

/door

Open a vehicle door; Options include 1, 2, 3, 4,
front, rear or all

/drag
/dv

/drag [player ID]

Drag the person in front of you
Delete a vehicle
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/e [emote]

/em [emote],
/emote [emote]

Play an emote from the dpEmotes menu; You
can do /e c to quickly cancel emotes

/emotes

/emotemenu

View a list of all emotes

/engine

Turn off your vehicle’s engine. You can set a
keybind for this command. Default keybind is G.

/eup

Bring up the Emergency Uniforms Pack menu

/freecam

Turn on the FreeCam camera.

/gme [action]

Send a global message, indicating you have
done an action; Important in roleplay, contains
the character / player name

/givecomponent
[component
name]

Gives your weapon an attachment manually.
Please see a sheet pinned in #updates for a full
list.

/givetint [name]

Gives your weapon a tint (army, green, gold,
pink, army, lspd, orange, platinum)

/hideui

Hides all of the server UI. Input command again
to make it reappear.

/hood

Open the hood of your car.

/job [command]

Start a job, see Jobs guidelines for instructions

/me

/do

/mic
/pepperspray

Sends a message to denote a RP action, visible
only in a close proximity; Important in roleplay,
contains the character / player name
Pull out a small, handheld microphone

/oc

Pull out a can of Pepper Spray, press the left
mouse button to attack

/phone [off, 0, 1,
2, 3, 4]

Change the appearance of the in-game phone. 0
for iFruit, 1 for Facade, 2 for Drone, 3 for PDA, 4
for an old brick phone, off to disable the phone

/playerlist

Opens the player list. Type in the same
command again to hide it. You can set a keybind
for this command. Default keybind is I

/postal [postal]

Set a waypoint to a postal address - these are
typically 4-numbers long
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/prop

Opens the prop menu

/radio

Pull out a handheld radio

/rag

Toggle ragdoll on your player

/rappel

Rappel from the back of a helicopter

/removecompon
ent [component
name]

Removes an attachment from your weapon
manually. Please see a sheet pinned in
#updates for a full list.

/report [player
ID] [report]

Report a player for violating server rules.

/scene

Brings up the scene menu, for creating traffic
circles and placing props

/search [action]

Prints an automatic search inquiry into /gme, in
the form of “Searches [What are you searching],
what do I find?”

/seatbelt

Put on your seatbelt.

/session

Switch between Freeroam and Roleplay session

/settings

Configure parts of the server UI and other
server options

/takehostage

/th

Takes the person in front of you hostage. You
need to have a handgun.

/trunk

Open the trunk of your car

/vol [1-100]

Set your radio volume, the number corresponds
to a percentage value

/walk [walk
animation]

Play a walk animation

/walks

Shows available walking animations

/wheelchair

Spawn a wheelchair

/window [select]
[position]

Allows you to put your windows up and down.
[select] - The window you wish to roll up/down:
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1, 2, 3, 4, rear, front, all
[position] - “up” or “down”

Official Companies and How to Roleplay
For the purposes of facilitating better RP, select companies have been established on the
server, with their own Job command, Mobile Phone contact, uniforms, vehicles, etc.
Here are the following commands:
Command

Job Name

Description

/job taxi
[company
name]

Taxi Driver

Allows you to receive requests for a taxi via the Taxi
Company contact.

/job mmi
[company
name]

Tow Truck

Allows you to receive requests for a tow truck via the
Mors Mutual Insurance contact.

/job

None

Sets you as having no job.

Do note that you are not prevented from RPing as other companies, however, they must be
established within the GTA lore and all RP must conform to all server rules. At this time, we
are not considering officially establishing any new businesses or criminal organizations.
In addition, you may not “hijack” community assets, ie. to put yourself into a position where
you will control (or attempt to control) aspects of RP of other people. This includes, but is
not limited to, using IC and OOC means to prevent certain people from RPing as a
something, or attempting to control the RP of others, either by restricting, or attempting to
restrict the assets they can use, or what sort of RP they can do.
If you consider someone’s RP of certain groups and companies inappropriate, make a
report with a staff member.
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Server Membership
Benefits of Server Membership
There are many benefits to being a server member. These benefits include:
● Ability to roleplay as:
○ Private security
○ Pilot of any aircraft
○ SAMS Paramedic
○ Public Works
○ Military
○ Coroner
○ Parking Enforcement
○ Public Transit Personnel
○ Public Transit Personnel
○ Any other government official (ie. an employee of a government agency)
○ Attorneys
○ Bail Bonds / Fugitive Recovery Agents
○ Animals
● Ability to apply for:
○ Law Enforcement
○ Fire Department
● Ability to vote for AOP changes
● Ability to suggest new content and features via Trello
● Ability to join the server when it is whitelisted
Be mindful of the fact that as a server member, you will be held to higher standards than
guests. Low quality RP, mindless priorities, regular disciplinary issues, violating rules or
official guidelines and toxicity in or out of character can be the basis for Server
Membership removal. Be sure to obey all guidelines relevant to the aforementioned jobs
and agencies you can RP as with your membership.
To be able to RP as Fire/EMS or Law Enforcement, you have to submit a separate
application for the department, be accepted and get trained. In addition, the decision to
open or close recruitment for the Fire Department and Law Enforcement is the decision of
Command Staff of those factions.
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Applying for Server Membership
To apply for Server Membership, go to https://apply.sarrp.net
It is recommended to first spend some time on the server as a guest. That way, you can get
familiar with the server, the community and the baseline expectations of you as a player.
You can also participate in RP scenarios of others, or organise RP scenarios of your own.
There is no requirement to do so, if you believe you are an experienced FiveM player, you
can apply right away, however, having prior RP experience in San Andreas Republic may
help your application.
As the application states, make sure your answers are as detailed and as concrete as
possible. A variety of scenarios, both planned and prior is also a good thing. This lets us see
if you have the creativity and insight required for a server member. Make sure all examples
follow all guidelines and rules. Only listing criminal RP or high profile felonies is not a good
idea, as this is not what we want the server to be about. And, again, as the application
states, if your answer boils down to "I will follow the server rules", it will be denied.
When picking your identifier, make sure you pick an identifier that is available. You can
check if your desired number simply by typing it into the Discord search bar in the top right
corner of the client. If you pick a number that is already taken, this may delay the
application process, or cause the application to be denied altogether. If you have a
guarantor, please make sure you include their identifier as well as their full name.
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Appealing a Staff Decision
If you’ve had a disciplinary decision made against you by the staff team, you may appeal
this decision by going to https://appeal.sarrp.net. Include any evidence that would
exonerate you, pictures and video are the best way to handle the appeal. Be as thorough as
possible in your appeal. If your appeal boils down to “I did nothing wrong, it’s the fault of
the staff member who banned me!”, it will likely be denied.
However, if you believe that a server staff member was out of line by disciplining you, or
even believe that you have been a victim of staff corruption and you have concrete
evidence of this, then it is recommended you directly contact a Director immediately. Make
sure you include any and all evidence of this. A video or audio recording is the best way to
handle it.
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Frequently Asked Questions
The server says it’s restricted to members only. What is going on?
Staff can use their discretion to toggle allowlist which allows only Server Members to join
the server. This is done to help avoid roleplay being ruined by trolls, griefers, and people
who are unable to roleplay. You should wait quietly for the members only period to expire.
It says I need to join the Discord to play on the server, but I’m already in the Discord.
What should I do?
First step is to make sure you're using the actual Discord application, not the web client. If
you still can't join, the next step is to join a public Voice Channel in this server before trying
again.
I have been banned from the server, what do I do?
See Appealing a Staff Decision
My player ped has changed to Michael, and I can’t do anything
Firstly you'll need to relog onto the server. Once you're back in, open Menyoo, go to
Settings, and then disable the option to "Reset Player Model Upon Death (SP)."
How do I apply for police/law enforcement/fire department?
To apply for these 2 factions, server membership is required. Once you're a server
member, applications can be found for both factions for you to fill out, however both
faction command teams do prefer to see applicants RPing on the server as civilians to
gauge a better idea of the applicants.
I used to have Server Membership but now I don't?
There are a few reasons why you may not have membership:
1) You left the discord before rejoining - Post a message in support explaining the situation.
2) Membership used to have an activity requirement (now gone), and so people were
removed if they didn't have enough activity - Post a message in support explaining the
situation.
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3) Your membership was revoked due to staff action - Fill out a membership appeal:
https://appeal.sarrp.net/membership/
Why are my Menus/Trainers not working?
We have scripthook enabled on SAR; however, FiveM pushed an update which requires .asi
plugins to contain some specific code which says what game version it's updated for.
Without the little snippet of code, the .asi plugin won't work.
Our website contains a few updated plugins which will work on the server:
https://www.sarrp.net/downloads/
What does Lore-Friendly mean?
SAR is a lore-friendly server which means everything we add to the server stays within the
GTA universe; this includes vehicles, weapons, clothing, etc. Basically, you won't find any
Dodge Chargers or Glock 19s... instead you'll find addon vehicles such as the Bravado
Buffalo and weapons such as the Service Pistol.
When will my appeal be reviewed?
Appeals can take anywhere from a few hours, to a few days, a week, or longer, to be
reviewed depending on the severity of the offense and the availability of staff to gather
supporting evidence and come to a consensus. Asking about an appeal will in no way speed
up the process of review.
Why didn't staff speak to me prior to my warn/kick/ban?
Our staff team operates on a policy of taking action before explanation. The staff team is
comprised of volunteers who are usually roleplaying on the server. As such, full
explanations for staff action can be provided after the fact by opening a support ticket, or
by submitting an appeal at https://appeal.sarrp.net/
How can I contact staff in the server?
Players should attempt to utilise the #support-ticket or #inquiries channels regarding
issues relating to the server or Discord. You may also ask via OOC chat, but since this is not
a dedicated support channel, nobody is expected to answer you, and the advice you get
may not be from staff and therefore incorrect. The report function is not for diagnosing
in-game issues and is only to be used for reporting players.
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